Summary 1

Class on Monday was about checking on stage 3 of the final project, peer review,
reviewing the investigative question, possible hypothesis, evidence that support it each
hypothesis and some of the people or groups got to present their project as it is now.
On the stage three students must collect evidence that support it the hypothesis. By
evidence we mean documents, videos, analysis, any proof of the hypothesis been shown
as the correct answer to the investigative question. Then from all the hypothesis base on
how strong their evidence are students had to pick a correct answer to the investigative
question.
At the beginning of class, the professor mentioned that since we have collected the
research and based on that research we pick a correct answer he told us to present the
final project to a peer in class so that way we can interact and give feedback to each other.
This was with the motive of strengthening our presentations.
After the peer reviewed the professor randomly pick four presentations. This presentation
was lay out in the following order investigative question, possible hypothesis with their
respective evidence, the correct answer to the question and at last question for the person
or group who was presenting. This question helps the person or the groups to see were
their presentation may need to improve.
At the end of the presentations the professor mention that we were going to pause for a
little on our investigation question and research to focus on learning probability theory by
Khan.
What was good about this class is that we were able to share our research to others and
with sharing this information we got an idea as were our presentations need more work.
Something that could improve about the class is to do more often this kind of activities so
that most of the class get to improve their final project.
Summary 2
We discussed in the class about the Investigative question, it’s hypothesis and the
evidence of the hypothesis. We discussed about our individual’s assignment with our
friends later we got prepared for the presentation and called few of the students randomly
by the professor to present their topics.

So in this part we saw some of the investigative questions, it’s hypothesis and the
evidence. Everyone tried their best to present them. Some of the topics were about
Malaysian flight, Gang Violence about the Junior murder issue, Mass shooting etc.
Presenters tried their best to present their investigation topic that what did they get or
what could be the reason behind why those incidents happened or what could be the
probable reason behind those incidents. Even noticed some controversial issues occurred
among all of us what’s the actual reason behind those incidents. Even I got to know some
new things about the highlighted incidents which I before didn’t know about that. So of
course this is a great way to know something new about those issues if don’t know about.
By doing research of any incident we will gather more knowledge about that and would
be able to use those methods in future for any type of investigation. We’re getting scope
to share our knowledge what we know about those incidents and it’s helping each other to
prepare our investigation more by contributing other’s reviews as well. So before adding
anything in our paper we can keep those things on mind before approaching to the end.

